IntroductIon
V
ariations in robotic handling, instrumentation, and experimental conditions can contribute to a number of systematic errors in the assay system of primary screens. depending on the source, the distortions result in patterns consistent over all screening data or vary spatially across plate data arrays. these factors make it difficult to redress the entire sample population with a uniform and unbiased approach while producing the favorable result of optimizing the dynamic range of affected microtiter plates (mtPs). as systematic errors represent spatial deviation of assay metrics over the mtP surface, they can often be characterized using regional statistics and other pattern recognition algorithms. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] interplate systematic error (variation from plate to plate) can result from imprecise execution of the assay schedule with regard to reagent addition, incubation time, and end point.
intraplate systematic error (variation across wells of the same plate) can result from the robotic devices and instrumentation used to address the mtP or from regional environmental differences across the plate during preparation.
10-15 thus, systematic error can be discrete or result from multiple sources such as row bias imparted by a fluid dispenser compounded with edge effects accumulated during a long assay time course. together these error sources account for much of the systematic distortions observed in primary screening campaigns and epitomize two discrete classes of patterning error: periodic (row/column) and gradient vector (continuous directional sloping) distortion of assay data. each contribution can be thought of as discretely additive to the total mtP data variation. the resulting variation in data background values can significantly reduce statistical confidence in primary screen hit identification. 5, 9, 15, 16 the validation of the 5 × 5 hybrid median filter (hmF) on a 236 441-point primary screen described here represents the first such correction applied and submitted to the public domain (see materials and methods). the first step in the data correction process involves identification and classification of the systematic error afflicting the screen. 5, 9, 15 to this end, the experimental primary screen data and mathematically simulated mtP data were profiled using regional statistics based on assay metrics across the mtP surface area. systematic errors were successfully identified in both the experimental primary screening data and simulated mtPs and classified as gradient vectors, periodic patterns, or a combination of both. although the 5 × 5 hmF was an effective tool in the primary screen data set tested here, it will not remedy all systematic errors in primary screening campaigns, such as specific row and column bias in assay data. addressing this issue, alternative median filter (mF) kernels were designed-the 1 × 7 mF and a row/ column 5 × 5 hmF (rc 5 × 5 hmF)-and applied respectively to simulated striping and quadrant patterns to test for corrective performance. Finally, a workflow is devised to illustrate serial application of different mFs to correct a simulated mtP data array with a complex systematic error produced by combining gradient vectors and periodic patterns. each applied filter addressed discrete components of the complex distortion pattern, resulting in progressive improvement of the mtP data dynamic range and background variation. taken together, these data support the role of median filters as corrective tools for primary screens suffering from systematic error and underscore the flexibility of median filter kernel design for targeting specific distortion patterns revealed by descriptive statistics of mtP raw data. a summary of the correction process and derivation of the hybrid median and non-hybrid median statistics can be found in Supplementary Figures S1 to S3 and in bushway et al. 16 
MAterIALS And MethodS
Primary screening data correction the 5 × 5 hmF was applied to mitigate systematic distortions observed in a primary screening campaign using a highthroughput imaging assay for hepatic lipid droplet formation. in total, 236 441 compounds were tested in this cell-based highcontent imaging screen performed in a 384-well format (690 mtPs in 384-well plates). a detailed description of the primary screen assay protocol can be found on Pubchem under bioassay id 1656 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pcassay?term=1656). briefly, hepatocytes were seeded in 384-well plates and incubated overnight. compounds were added followed by addition of oleic acid, and cells were incubated for ~24 h. cells were fixed and stained with the lipid dye bodiPY 493/503 to visualize lipid droplet formation and with the nuclear dye daPi (both invitrogen, carlsbad, ca). Plates were prepared two to three times per week in batches of up to 120 plates/day. imaging was done using the opera Qehs system (Perkinelmer, Waltham, ma) with a 20× 0.45na air objective. image analysis was performed using cyteseer software (Vala sciences, san diego, ca; http://www.valasciences.com/) with the "lipid droplets" algorithm. the primary assay readout used the "tiililm" parameter measuring the integrated intensity of the lipid droplets per cell. data were deposited, and % inhibition was calculated and normalized to each plate's positive and negative control wells using cbis software (cheminnovation software, san diego, ca; http://www.cheminnovation.com/). statistical evaluation of the mtP data on the plate and screen level was performed in the analytics software spotfire (tibco software, Palo alto, ca; http://www.tibco.com/). hmF correction was done in a customized batch process in matlab (the mathworks, natick, ma; http://www.mathworks.com/). the previously described 16 std 5 × 5 hmF was applied to all compound wells and negative control wells (columns 2-24 of the mtP). the positive control wells (column 1 of the mtP) were corrected using a modified 5 × 5 hmF, which was designed to exclude elements belonging to the control group in the estimation of the background as they had inherently extreme values. this special hmF kernel was constructed similarly to the std hmF (spatial layout seen in Fig. 6B, Suppl. Fig. S1 ), but with the median of the crosselements replaced by the median of the elements not belonging to the center, diagonal, or cross in the kernel (i.e., corresponding to the unsampled elements in the std 5 × 5 hmF). both uncorrected and hmF-corrected data were deposited to Pubchem under bioassay id 1656 with "assayMetric_hmF" indicating corrected data columns. calculations to obtain the Z′ factor and Z factor for the screening data statistics shown in table 1 are defined elsewhere.
17
Model data arrays normal simulated arrays were generated in microsoft excel using a random number generator fixed to a narrow range (95-105) yielding a standard deviation of ±5 for the quadrant error simulation and ±15 for all other simulated arrays. multiplying regions of random number arrays with linear scalars was sufficient to generate array gradients, periodic patterns, and outlier groupings. low-and high-amplitude outliers were not co-clustered to avoid balancing the median filter rank order (see Suppl. Fig. S4 ). charts and spatial maps rendered in two and three dimensions were generated in microsoft excel.
Filter design
median filters were constructed based on median sample size, median component localization, and the systematic error pattern to be addressed. the requirement for synchrony between error pattern and filter pattern dictated the design of the 1 × 7 mF and rc 5 × 5 hmF-corrective filters targeting periodic error patterns. the operation of median and hybrid median filters was previously described, and a spatial rendering of the std 5 × 5 hmF is shown later in Figure 6B as the secondary correction. 16 briefly, a global median (g) is obtained for the total mtP data set and remains constant throughout the corrections. a hybrid median or median (m h ) is the middle value obtained from the component medians (m1, m2, m3) in the case of the std 5 × 5 hmF and rc 5 × 5 hmF or single rank-order list (m1) in the case of the 1 × 7 mF (see Suppl. Figs. S1-S3).
For each element (n) of the mtP data array, the corrected value (c n ) is expressed as c n = (g/m h )·n.
(1)
Statistical calculations
Primary screening "hits" are points of interest nested within a uniform and unresponsive data population and thus analogous to "point noise" or "outliers" in the language of image processing. Furthermore, the row-column dimensions of an mtP array are analogous to an image with equivalent pixel dimensions and organization. For this reason, the terms outliers and hits refer to the same data. absolute deviation (absdev) was calculated as the mean outlier (aVghit) distance from the data array background mean (aVgbk), such that
where lo and hi refer to outliers (hits) considered to be inhibitors or enhancers of the background signal. as such, the mean distance between outliers (hits) below and above the data array background mean is a measure of the total data range. this metric is a useful diagnostic indicator for outlier amplitude distortion after hmF corrections, which could happen if the hmF filter was overwhelmed by outliers. the dynamic range was calculated by dividing the data array outlier absdev by the background standard deviation (bksd) devoid of outliers, yielding a multiple of the bksd such that dynamic range = (outlier absdev/bksd).
the array background cV (bkcV) was calculated in the absence of outliers and is by definition = (bksd/aVgbk)·100.
384-Well MTP data array profiling with regional statistics
the median statistics of odd and even row and column numbers were obtained to visualize row/column bias in background values. the medians of the first to fourth 25% of columns and rows (Q1-Q4) track spatial trends over the array in the sequentially relevant columns and rows not previously sampled in a quartile grouping. this bins the array values into four horizontal and four vertical regions for assessment. For example, medians for the first 25% grouping (first quartile; Q1) of rows are derived from row numbers 1 to 4, and the column-wise median would reference columns 1 to 6. the medians for the second 25% grouping (second quartile; Q2) are then 5 to 8 for rows and 7 to 12 for columns. this would continue to the fourth 25% grouping, where medians would be obtained from rows 13 to 16 and columns 21 to 24, respectively. the median and interquartile range (iQr) of these regional partitions, or bins, permit visualization of unusual spatial patterns in the data distribution.
reSuLtS

STD 5
× 5 HMF application to primary screening data affected by systematic assay distortion the first application of the std 5 × 5 hmF to high-content primary screening data was performed at the conrad Prebys center for chemical genomics at the sanford-burnham medical research institute and deposited to the ncbi Pubchem assay database (aid: 1656). this hepatocyte lipid droplet screen was performed on 236 441 compounds and yielded 953 hits as determined from the hmF-corrected data (corresponding to a hit rate of 0.4%). results of the primary assay readout as shown by percent inhibition versus mtP identifier (Fig.  1A,B) and count versus binned percent inhibition (Fig. 1c,d ) suggest the data distribution was more tightly focused about the assay background value after hmF correction ( . 1c) , highlighting a symmetric gaussian distribution tightly focused around the negative control values. the binned percent inhibition of the uncorrected data shows convergence of positive controls (shown at 100% inhibition) and compound values apparent in histogram bulging to the right and resulted in a hit rate of 3.6%. the hit acceptance criteria of 50% inhibition in mtP well areas containing >300 cells decreased from 8606 hits in the uncorrected data to 953 after hmF treatment. the Z′ and Z factors suggest significant improvement in the primary screen data quality after correction with the std 5 × 5 hmF (Z′ factor improvement from 0.43 to 0.54; Z factor improvement from -0.01 to 0.34), as shown in table 1. in addition, the assay variability decreased after correction, as indicated by the standard deviations in the negative controls (reduced from 13.79 to 9.65) and compounds tested (reduced from 25.25 to 16.67).
the mtP spatial patterns identified and hmF corrected in the lipid droplet screen were suggestive of variable assay kinetics resulting from the incubation time and temperature of wells over the mtP area. the patterns manifested as general depressions in assay metrics in central regions of the mtP and mimicked biological inhibition. the systematic error was detected in the raw data using descriptive statistics and mtP heat maps. row and column trends suggested the lipid mask total integrated intensity was diminished in the central region of many mtPs For the raw (uncorrected) data (c), the compound population histogram (black) is broadening toward the positive controls (light gray, centered on 100% inhibition), indicating insufficient separation of the compound population from the hits. after hmF correction (d), the compound population histogram is well separated from the positive control population. For comparison, the normal gaussian distribution of an image-based high-content screen without detectable spatial patterning is shown in the inset in c. hmF correction reduced the hit frequency based on 50% inhibition and 300 cells/well from ~3.5% in the uncorrected data to 0.4%, in line with normal primary screen hit rates. with respect to the sample population as a whole ( Fig. 2A,c) . importantly, the values described here as "depressed" appear falsely as regions where lipid droplet formation is inhibited and, as a consequence, potential screening hits. severe systematic error was common in columns 9 to 16 and rows 5 to 12, indicating a continuous downward slope of background values from the mtP periphery to center. thus, the distortion pattern was classified as a gradient vector-a class of systematic error that can be addressed with the 5 × 5 hmF. trends observed in the row-and column-wise analysis of the raw data were resolved
FIg. 2.
Profiling raw primary screen assay metrics with visual statistics highlights systematic error in the data set. on the x-axis, row-and column-wise data bins (slightly jittered for display) describe the assay performance of positive controls (light gray), negative controls (mid-gray), and compound values (black) as a function of % inhibition based on the total integrated intensity of the lipid mask shown on the y-axis (A, c). a bell-shaped curve in rows and columns suggests a general depression in background values best described as a vector gradient of decreasing values (corresponding to increasing % inhibition) from the microtiter plate (mtP) periphery to center. after correction with the 5 × 5 hybrid median filter (hmF), the row and column gradients are resolved (B, d). mtP heat maps of a plate weakly affected (e, top) and strongly affected (e, bottom) by systematic error were taken as examples from the set of primary screen arrays to illustrate that all mtPs were not affected equally. the mtP-corrected values show the weakly affected plate retains data integrity (F, top), and the extreme gradient is removed from the strongly affected plate (F, bottom). note that the heat map (e-F) range is reduced to four grayscales for pattern clarity and display purposes and as a consequence bins the data into broad quantiles. Visually, this overrepresents the number of wells with 100% inhibition (hits; black).
by application of the correction filter (compare Fig. 2A,c with Fig. 2B,d) . importantly, the systematic error present in the screening population did not affect all plates to the same extent, and some plates were unaffected. Visualization of two mtP raw data arrays as heat maps illustrates an array weakly affected (Fig. 2e, top) and an array with extreme systematic distortion (Fig. 2e, bottom) . the 5 × 5 hmF correction of both arrays resolves the systematic error present in the corrupt array while making only modest adjustment to the array with negligible distortion (compare Fig. 2e with Fig. 2F ). this demonstrates the capacity of the filter to preserve the data integrity of plates unaffected or only weakly affected by systematic distortions (see Suppl. Fig. S6 for larger panel). taken together, systematic error patterns can be visualized in both the screening population with descriptive statistics and on individual mtPs with the aid of heat maps. this is a critical first step toward the proper selection of a corrective median filter. the confirmation screening showed 75% conservation of hits from the hmF-corrected data (data available on Pubchem, bioassay aid 463183). addressing more specifically the quality of the hits and the intersection of the 953 hmF-corrected hits with the 8606 uncorrected hits, the hit frequency was mapped to a 384 mtP coordinate map (Fig. 3A-c) . the hmF-corrected hits were further qualified by a minimum cell number to avoid FIg. 3 . hit profiling and intersection of uncorrected and hybrid median filter (hmF)-corrected data. the hit frequency per microtiter plate (mtP) well location is described in 3d mtP surface maps (A-c). the uncorrected data hits accumulate in central mtP regions (A), whereas hmF-corrected hit data adopt a more random arrangement across the mtP surface (B). note that the 56 hit artifacts located at mtP position m14 were identified and removed (953 hits -56 artifacts = 897 hits) to better display the data range of the hmF-corrected hits (see Suppl. Fig. S7 for  comparison) . the 5.0% or 41 unique hits from the hmF-corrected data trend toward the mtP periphery as a consequence of the uncorrected hit bias toward central regions of the mtP for the uncorrected data hits (c). a Venn diagram describes the 95.0% hit intersection of the hmF-corrected and uncorrected data (gray). the 7705 hits unique to the uncorrected data are shown in the large open circle, and the 52 hits unique (41 qualified hits) to the hmF-corrected data are shown just right of the gray area as an open circle associated with the hmF-corrected hits. the hit areas are drawn to scale.
issues with cell toxicity, and some hits were flagged due to fluid dispense failures (discussed below). the uncorrected data hits accumulated in central regions of the primary screen mtPs (Fig. 3A) , whereas the hmF-corrected data appeared as a nearrandom arrangement of hit frequencies over the mtP surface (Fig. 3B) . the hit intersection of the hmF-corrected and uncorrected data indicated 95.0% agreement (953 total or 804 qualified hits) with only 5.0% of hits (52 total or 41 qualified hits) unique to the hmF-corrected data (Fig. 3d) . hmF-corrected unique hit locations showed a 41% confirmation rate and mapped largely to the mtP periphery (Fig. 3c) . interestingly, mtP peripheral areas are more responsive to rapid temperature change as compared to central regions where cell metabolism kinetics contributed to the majority of observed systematic error. thus, the overwhelming number of robust hits clustering in central mtP regions of the uncorrected data appears to have displaced more subtle hits located at the mtP periphery to a data range below the hit threshold. Further improving the data quality, the hmF correction resolved an unusual hit accumulation (56 hits) at mtP well location m14 (row 13, column 14) measuring >33 standard deviations from the mean mtP hit frequency (see Suppl. Fig. 7 and Fig. 3B) . consequently, hits from point m14 were removed from the hmF-corrected data shown in Figure 3B (953 hits -56 artifacts = 897 hits) because (1) it was a statistically separable artifact, and (2) the hit frequency at m14 dwarfed the representation of all remaining mtP coordinates (Suppl . Fig. S7) . the uncorrected data hit accumulation at m14 was only 2.5 standard deviations from the mean hit accumulations in mtP central regions (Fig. 3A) . this aberrant hit accumulation resulted from liquid aspirate/dispense failures at one position on the fluid handler's 384-pin manifold used to dispense the assay substrate. Fifty-three of 56 total hits located at position m14 in the hmF-corrected mtP data were subjected to further testing, resulting in only two confirmations-a number identical to the average 75% confirmation rate for any single well in the hmF-corrected data. in contrast, if the same criteria are observed for the uncorrected data, the mean theoretical expected 75% confirmation is about 9 hits per well (for rationale, see Suppl. Fig. S7 ). these calculations suggest the uncorrected hit data confirmation rate is less than 75%. the hmF-corrected and uncorrected data relating to this screen can be retrieved at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pcassay? term=1656. the entire mtP collection was corrected equally with a version of the hmF standalone application optimized for batch processing. 16 the standalone program for singleplate correction can be found at http://bccg.burnham.org/ hts/hmF_download_Page.aspx.
Application of a 1D median filter for discontinuous periodic striping patterns
Periodic error patterns are also common in primary screen raw data arrays and cannot be addressed with the 5 × 5 hmF, so a simulated error model was developed to test the capacity of alternative median filter designs to correct periodic spatial patterns. simulated row-wise periodic error was imposed with frequency (2n + 1), where n is a whole-number series [0-7] indicating affected odd-numbered rows. importantly, the row-wise error was made discontinuous with respect to its coverage spanning the mtP column series, thus challenging the responsiveness of a given filter to localized value changes. a wide array of filter designs was tested and a (1d) filter kernel composed of seven sample elements appeared to be the most robust tool for addressing vertical or horizontal "striping" patterns, partly because single-dimension filters are insensitive to period frequency. consequently, a 1 × 7 mF (row × column; Fig. 4B, bottom) was applied to the row-wise "striping" pattern (for correction process, see Suppl. Fig. S2) . the spatial map outlining error and hit locations (Fig. 4A) shows significant improvement after treatment with the 1 × 7 mF (Fig.  4c,d) . Furthermore, the data array coefficient of variation (cV) decreased from 32.0% in the raw data array to 10.6% after correction with the 1 × 7 mF (Fig. 4B, top) . the dynamic range of the raw data array was improved by 3.1-fold after correction with the 1 × 7 mF. some correction artifacts are present at border regions of the "striping" pattern and indicated by black arrows (Fig. 4c,d ; for filter corruption notes, see Suppl. Figs. S2 and S5). regional median values and iQr of the error model before and after correction were plotted to help define the error and demonstrate its removal (Fig. 4e,F) . the regional statistics from the striping error model show that the spatial distortion resides mainly in odd-numbered rows and is discontinuous, as shown by trends in the column-wise quartiles ( Fig. 4e; Q1-Q4 ), where Q3 representing columns 13 to 18 is unaffected by the pattern. after correction, the variance in the iQr is minimized and regional median values are in close agreement over the array area (Fig. 4F) . the data suggest that the 1 × 7 mF is an effective tool for correction of periodic row-wise striping errors given moderate hit densities (median filter samples containing fewer than two hits [outliers] at peripheral columns and fewer than four in central columns; see Suppl. Fig. S5 ).
Application of a modified 5 × 5 HMF to correct discontinuous quadrant-based periodic error
less common than row-or column-wise periodic patterns are gradients over a quadrant of wells, such as when a 96-pin liquid handling manifold is used to address a 384-well plate. although the effects of consecutive aspirate/dispense operations to a plate quadrant result in a quadrant value gradient, this is a confined and repeated pattern, making it a periodic systematic error. a discontinuous quadrant-based error model was generated to challenge median filter correction of the pattern. the error is shown descriptively with regional median and interquartile ranges (Fig. 5e) . the median values of even rows are less than odd rows, odd columns, and even columns, suggesting a top to bottom gradient in array quadrants. Furthermore, FIg. 4 . discontinuous periodic error characterized as row or column striping can be addressed with a 1d 1 × n or n × 1 median filter (mF), respectively. a spatial map of the data (A) defines exact locations of high-amplitude (light gray) and low-amplitude (black) hits, as well as periodic depression in background values (dark gray "stripes" with white text). the 1 × 7 mF obtains its median value from a single rank-order list composed of all sampled elements (B, bottom; peripheral elements gray; central element black). the 3d heat map of the raw data array (c) is corrected with the 1 × 7 mF (d) with grayscales representing about 20% of the array dynamic range. correction artifacts are indicated with black arrows and define points on the data array where outliers were lost or introduced (d). statistics summarizing the correction efficiency of the 1 × 7 mF (B, top) show a dynamic range of improvement and lower coefficient of variation (cV). row and column binned median values (horizontal tick) and interquartile range (25%-75% of data range; vertical line; iQr) before correction (e) profile the simulated systematic error by subdivision over the array area. after 1 × 7 mF correction (F), the median and iQr suggest smoothing of the array background as indicated by iQr convergence around a common median value in all binned subdivisions. Q1 to Q4 represent subsequent 25% grouping of rows or columns (see materials and methods).
the median value of odd columns is greater than even columns, suggesting a left to right bias. together these observations suggest a quadrant value gradient following the well orientation, a1 > a2 > b1 > b2. the quartile grouping of columns (Q1-Q4) shows that the error is not uniform over the mtP array area, as indicated by the bell-shaped curve of median values. note the row-wise quartiles are by comparison more stable with respect to the iQr and median values. in particular, the iQr of column group Q3 (columns [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] suggests that this region of the array is least affected by the simulated error as indicated by the narrow iQr. a modified 5 × 5 hmF was designed to sample the simulated mtP array by quadrant and named the row/column 5 × 5 hmF (Fig. 5B, bottom ; rc 5 × 5 hmF; for correction process, see Suppl. Fig. S3) . the simulated error map (Fig. 5A) defines the error coverage and hit locations for tracking before and after array correction. the 3d maps of the array surface contours show clear mitigation of the simulated quadrant bias with minor deficiencies in the correction indicated by black arrows (Fig. 5c,d) . the rc 5 × 5 hmF reduced the raw data cV from 20.8% to 7% and improved the dynamic range of the simulated array data by threefold (Fig. 5B, top) . an alternative view of the correction shows the stabilization of mtP median values over binned regions and the collapse of the iQr (compare Fig. 5e with Fig. 5F ). collectively, the rc 5 × 5 hmF (Fig. 5 and Suppl. Fig. S3 ) and 1 × 7 mF (Fig. 4 and Suppl. Fig.  S2 ) corrections demonstrate median filters can be designed ad hoc to address discrete systematic errors relating to assay design and equipment used to conduct a high-throughput screen.
FIg. 5.
Quadrant-based systematic error can be introduced by repetitive aspirate/dispense operations of a liquid handler and can be corrected with filters designed to sample on a quadrant basis. a spatial map of the data (A) defines exact locations of high-amplitude (white, gray text, bold outline) and low-amplitude (black, white text) hits. the periodic quadrants are shown in a gradient of white (with black text) to dark gray. the row/column 5 × 5 hybrid median filter (rc 5 × 5 hmF) is shown (B, bottom) with center element (black), lateral elements (light gray), diagonal elements (dark gray), and unsampled elements (white). the rc 5 × 5 hmF correction (d) of the raw data 3d contour (c) leaves behind minor correction artifacts, indicated with black arrows in d. each scale on the 3d contour represents ~20% of the array dynamic range. statistics summarizing the efficiency of the rc 5 × 5 hmF correction (B, top) indicate an increase in array dynamic range and a decreased coefficient of variation (cV). row and column binned median values (horizontal tick) and interquartile range (25%-75% of data range; vertical line; iQr) before correction (e) profile the simulated systematic error by subdivision over the array area. after 1 × 7 mF correction (F), the median and iQr suggest smoothing of the array background as indicated by iQr convergence around a common median value in all binned subdivisions. Q1 to Q4 represent subsequent 25% grouping of rows or columns (see materials and methods). Screening 16(9); 2011 www.slas.org 1077
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Serial median filter applications mitigate complex systematic error
Previously, the 5 × 5 hmF was shown to address the gradient vectors present in the hepatocyte lipid droplet screen, and the 1 × 7 mF was shown to mitigate simulated systematic error described as row-wise "striping." to determine if such filters could be used in combination to address complex systematic error caused by multiple error sources, an error model was developed that overlaid the discontinuous striping observed in Figure 4A with an unbalanced gradient vector imposed on the bottom of the simulated array (Fig. 6A) . regional statistics describe the combined error in the simulated array (Fig. 6e) . the median value of odd rows suggests the row-wise bias with odd and even columns equally affected by the error. the third column grouping (Q3) iQr shows the central region of the array is only weakly affected by the combined error. the bell-shaped curve of the four column groupings (Q1-Q4) suggests the systematic error is more focused at the array periphery, and the fourth row grouping (Q4) shows a depression in its median value, indicating severe systematic error at the array bottom. taken together, these measures indicate a row-wise systematic error with a gradient vector focused at the bottom left and right corners of the array. the serial correction of combined periodic and gradient vector error applies the filter targeting the periodic error first with any remaining gradient vector corrected second using an appropriate filter (Fig. 6B, bottom) . addressing the row-wise striping pattern, the 1 × 7 mF is applied first, achieving a result similar to that seen in Figure 4d . in the first applied correction, the 1 × 7 mF reduced the raw data cV of 37.0% to 12.1% and improved the data dynamic range 3.3-fold ( Fig. 6B; top) . the second correction with the std 5 × 5 hmF removed unresolved gradient vectors at the mtP periphery (3d contour not shown for 1 × 7 mF correction alone). thus, the secondary correction further reduced the cV to 10.5% and improved the dynamic range 3.8-fold as compared to the uncorrected data. the 3d contours and the median statistics of the serial median filter correction showed significant reduction of the combined error (Fig. 6c-F) , although correction artifacts similar to those seen in Figure 4 appear and are indicated with black arrows (Fig. 6d;  Suppl. Figs. S2 and S5) . collapse of the iQr around the median value of binned mtP regions after serial correction shows that the background values of the array have converged toward a common value (~100; Fig. 6e-F) . the correction of combined periodic and gradient vector patterns by serial mF applications suggests that progressive corrections with appropriately designed median filters are a viable approach to mitigating systematic error patterns too complex for a single correction.
dIScuSSIon
Primary screen correction the std 5 × 5 hmF was used here for the first time to correct systematic error in all mtP data arrays (690 mtPs in 384-well format) of a large primary chemical library screen. this corrective filter was chosen because it was among the most efficient filters tested for the correction of gradient vectors. the 1 × 7 mF and rc 5 × 5 hmF could also improve the data resolution of mtP arrays suffering from gradient vectors but would yield less efficient corrections due to their construction. For example, the 1 × 7 mF samples 2d data in only one dimension and is more susceptible to outlier corruption. the rc 5 × 5 hmF is weighted less about its center element and would result in more conservative estimates of local variations in the mtP array. in either case, the corrections would likely improve data resolution but are less effective than the std 5 × 5 hmF at addressing the gradient vectors presented in the primary screen mtPs.
a large number of plates in the primary screen presented with gradient vectors of varying degree, but some mtPs did not show measurable systematic error (see Suppl. Fig. S6 for a larger panel of mtPs). importantly, all mtP data arrays of the screening campaign were hmF corrected ( Fig. 2e-F) . as was shown in the results section (Fig. 2) , median filter correction of mtPs unaffected by systematic error did not significantly erode the data array integrity. consequently, the detection of systematic error in any fraction of the screening population justifies the use of an appropriate median filter for the correction of all mtPs in the screen.
most impressive in the hmF-corrected data was the reduction in qualified hits from 8606 in the uncorrected data to 953, implicating cost and labor reduction associated with confirmation and evaluation in secondary assays. Furthermore, if the acceptance criteria were made more stringent for the uncorrected data, the hit population could become more biased toward artifacts of small molecules affecting cell survival and signal detection. 18 of additional interest was the improvement in hit distribution from the uncorrected to the hmF-corrected data where the former observed a dense cluster of hits in the mtP central regions and the latter a seemingly random distribution of hits over the mtP surface (Fig. 3) . the uncorrected data hit profile suggests possible underestimation or overestimation of hits in the periphery and central mtP regions, respectively. a close analysis of the hmF-corrected hit population permitted further improvement in data quality. the mtP hit per well frequency indicated an unusual accumulation of hits at a single well location, and this hit count was separated with statistical confidence, allowing further refinement of the primary screen confirmation rate. such hit artifacts would appear as a normal occurrence on a mtP basis but were separable at the level of the hit population in the hmF-corrected data (see Suppl . Fig. S7 ).
Spatial Pattern Recognition
not all primary screens will observe a near-random array of chemicals or biomolecules as applied to the assay mtP. For example, small-molecule screens of low diversity are more likely to generate high hit rates and patterns consistent with a structure-activity relationship and are not good candidates for mF FIg. 6. compound systematic error resulting from multiple sources can be addressed by serial application of appropriate filters for progressive improvement in data array background coefficient of variation (cV) and outlier dynamic range. high-amplitude (white, gray text) and lowamplitude hit locations (black, white text) are mapped (A) along with periodic (discontinuous dark gray stripes) and gradient vector patterns (bold outlined wells, lower half of array) to track location before and after correction. the filter set and process priority for the two-step correction are depicted in B (bottom). statistical reduction of the compound error by the filter application is tracked in B (top). note that the decrease in array background cV (bkcV) is concordant with increased dynamic range. the combined error in c was first addressed with the 1 × 7 median filter (mF) correcting the periodic error and a significant contribution of the imposed gradient vector. residual edge-proximal gradients persisted and were addressed with subsequent application of the 5 × 5 hybrid median filter (hmF) in a secondary correction (d). array dynamic range and bkcV improve progressively after successive filter implementations (B, top). row and column binned median values (horizontal tick) and interquartile range (25%-75% of data range; vertical line; iQr) before correction (e) profile the simulated systematic error by subdivision over the array area. after sequential application of the 1 × 7 mF and std 5 × 5 mF (F), the median and iQr suggest smoothing of the array background, as indicated by iQr convergence around a common median value in all binned subdivisions. Q1 to Q4 represent subsequent 25% grouping of rows or columns (see materials and methods).
correction. this work adopted a method of systematic error pattern recognition based on descriptive statistics from individual mtPs and the mtP population of a primary screen. Pattern recognition of mtP data using descriptive statistics from localized assay metrics has been demonstrated by others and is an effective way to view error trends in primary screening data. 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 15 secondary to pattern visualization is classification of systematic error patterns as a periodic or gradient vector-an issue critical to proper mF selection. the extreme convolution of the systematic error model shown in Figure 6 illustrates that multiple overlaid spatial patterns can be described by regional mtP statistics, thus not limiting pattern visualization to a discrete error class.
Systematic error continuity
simulated systematic error models were developed to challenge median filters with breaks in pattern continuity and duration. this feature of the error models addresses an important quality of median filters-sample space. models presented in Figures 4 and 5 break periodic pattern continuity for variable duration in row/column orientation. the filters selected were appropriately sized to "sense" the value change at "step-edges" created by the irregular pattern breaks. larger filter kernels (e.g., 1 × 11 mF, Fig. 4; rc 9 × 9 hmF, Fig. 5 ) would have a greater tendency to bridge a break in pattern continuity and consequently become less sensitive to a tightly nested region of shifted array values. this is not particular to periodic error patterns as gradient vectors also suffer from conservative selection of filter kernel size (a large kernel filter). in practice, kernel filter row/column dimensions from 20% to 30% of the 384-well mtP row/column sample space provide an adequate balance of sensitivity and resistance to corruption. as indicated by black arrows in Figures 4d and 5d , periodic pattern border regions present difficult correction scenarios. in most cases, the correction was made properly, but on occasion, the correction filter did break down, as shown in well m19 from Figures 3d and 5d. in this case, a low-amplitude outlier (hit) nested at m17 created a bridge to periodic error (depressed row-wise values) resuming at m20, ultimately corrupting the filter matrix bounded by coordinates m16 to m22 (see Suppl. Figs. S3 and S5) . the resulting high-amplitude correction of locus m19 is inversely proportional to the value depression returned by the filter kernel for the mtP area bound by m16 to m22, with respect to the global median. For example, if the 1 × 7 mF returns a local median one-half the "ideal" value, then the value at m19 is doubled (equation (1)). ultimately, the choice of filter size and sample space is a balance between sensitivity to localized trends in array values and resistance to outlier corruption.
Periodic error and process priority in serial median filter application serial application of two discrete mFs was required for the best resolution of the multiple patterning errors presented in Figure 6 . this experiment outlined three important principles: separation of error contributions, median filter designs targeting the discrete error contributions, and a rational order of correction. spatial systematic error observed in a primary screen can be classified in two categories: (1) periodic as in row and column bias and (2) gradient vectors as in continuous sloping of data array values. the two categories could present additively to a variable extent or discretely on the same or different mtPs. the devised workflow presented a specific order-1 × 7 mF followed by 5 × 5 hmF-to properly correct the complex error presented in Figure 6 . more generally, median filter correction of periodic row, column, and quadrant bias should precede correction of continuous sloping or edge-effects on the array background when both are present. this is because the kernel pattern of the former will not convolute the latter and in most cases will contribute to the correction of vector gradients; however, primary correction of the complex error with a mF designed to target gradient vectors would further convolute the periodic error due to the unusual density of outlier values in rows or columns.
Median filter corrections require a broader test audience
although mFs are promising data correction tools, they require further scrutiny by a broader audience. the row-columnspecific median filters (Figs. 4-5 ) have never been challenged by a large primary screen data set. Furthermore, hmF application to 1536-well mtP screening assays with sampling filters scaled appropriately to the area (e.g., std 5 × 5 scaled to a 9 × 9 hmF) would bring attention to the issue of median filter correction portability across mtP formats. it is expected that mFs would perform similarly in higher density formats, but this is not adequately supported by the data presented in this article. critical to a broader test audience is the development of software to guide a user through the median filter correction process. two items of particular interest for future mF applications are (1) an automated guide for error pattern classification and filter matrix selection and (2) streamlined batch processing of large numbers of plates for a naive user of the correction technique. the data here suggest that common statistical tests for data spatial correlations could be used to classify systematic error and navigate a library of established median filters appropriate to the correction. indeed, median filter selection presents a point of some difficulty to anyone unfamiliar with the correction methodology. in addition, the tolerance of any median filter to outlier corruption can be calculated, and this metric could be useful in an mF correction program dually designed to flag outlier clusters that might foul the performance of a given filter during correction. this work is both a tutorial and a starting point for median filter correction of systematic error in primary screening data, which might bring additional attention to the methodology and promote the development of user-friendly tools for a broader test audience. ultimately, the results shown here suggest median filters are useful tools for mitigating the impact of systematic errors on spatially arrayed mtP primary screening data.
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